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Abstract. Tableau systems are very popular in AI for their simplicity
and versatility. In recent papers we showed that tableau-based procedures are intrinsically inecient, and proposed an alternative approach
of building decision procedures on top of SAT decision procedure. We
called this approach \SAT-based". In extensive empirical tests on the
case study of modal K, a SAT-based procedure drastically outperformed
state-of-the-art tableau-based systems. In this paper we provide the theoretical foundations for developing SAT-based decision procedures for
many di erent modal logics.

1 Introduction
By a tableau framework for a logic L we generically denote a refutation system
for L extending Smullyan's propositional framework [13]. Tableau frameworks
have been presented for many logics, including propositional and classical rst
order logic [13], modal logics (see, e.g., [6]), terminological logics (see, e.g., [1]),
dynamic logics [5]. The popularity of tableaux is due to many reasons, e.g., their
simplicity and versatility. Unfortunately, tableau-based procedures are intrinsically inecient. In fact, as we showed in [10, 8] { but see also [3] { tableau-based
procedures present two intrinsic weaknesses, which drastically a ect their performance:
(i) Propositional tableau rules branch syntactically on the disjunctions occurring inside the input well-formed-formula (w ) ', creating two branches
which are mutually consistent. This causes a (possibly huge) number of redundant branches in the search tree. This propositional redundancy propagates with the modal depth of '.
(ii) Propositional tableaux do not cut branches as soon as they violate constraints of the formulas. Therefore they cannot perform the heavy pruning
that standard procedures for propositional satis ability do.
[9, 10] presented Ksat, a new decision procedure for logic K(m)/ALC built
on top of a decision procedure for propositional satis ability (SAT). We called
this approach \SAT-based". Ksat outperformed by orders of magnitude a distributed tableau-based system in extensive empirical tests. In [8] we showed that
? The authors thank Fausto Giunchiglia for providing valuable feedback.

this performance gap was not by chance, for the SAT-based approach is intrinsically superior to the tableau-based one, as it solves the two weaknesses (i) (ii)
described above. Moreover, in [12] an asymptotic complexity analysis proved
that Ksat presents better upper bounds than the corresponding tableau-based
procedure. Finally [7] presents also an empirical comparison with TA [11], a system based on the translation into rst order logics, in which Ksat outperforms
TA of orders of magnitude. 2 3
Ksat was developed as a case-study for the much more general goal of developing SAT-based decision procedures for many di erent logics, in particular
modal and terminological logics. In this paper we provide the theoretical foundations for making this goal feasible:
(1) starting from the formal framework of labeled tableaux described in [6], we
provide a general SAT-based formal framework for all the normal modal
logics described there. Then we prove its correctness and completeness by
means of a general-purpose schema of SAT-based procedure, according to
the guidelines of the corresponding proof in [6];
(2) as most intuitions, de nitions and results are independent from the logic
considered, we give general suggestions of how to build SAT-based frameworks from Tableau-based ones in other logics.
The work is based on a simple intuition: SAT-based frameworks are obtained

from tableau-based ones by substituting Smullyan's propositional rules with one
single rule, which represents the application of a SAT procedure.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall Fitting's tableau
framework [6] for normal modal logics. In Section 3 we describe a SAT-based
framework for the same logics, whose correctness and completeness are proved
in Appendix A. In Section 4 we describe Ksat and show how this procedure implements the SAT-based framework for the logic K. This gives the guideline for
developing ecient SAT-based decision procedures for all the modal logics considered in Section 3. In Section 5 we provide the main guidelines for developing
SAT-based frameworks and procedures for other logics.

2 Fitting's tableaux for N
Following [6], we consider the class N of the normal modal logics K, KB,
K4, D, T, DB, B, D4, S4 and S5. We assume all the standard de nitions and
results for these logics (see, e.g., [2, 6]). We denote by  the language of N ,
i.e., the least set of formulas containing the set of propositional atoms A =
fA1 ; A2; : : :g [ fT; F g closed under the set of connectives f:; ^; _g and 2. We
assume that all modal w s are in negation normal form, that is, combinations
of ^, _, 2, :2, Ai and :Ai (the general case follows straightforwardly).
2
[7] also replies to the critics to Ksat presented in [11], showing that the latter were
3

a ected by some crucial errors in the empirical tests presented there.
The papers [9, 10, 8, 12, 7] are available at the rst author's WWW page
http://afrodite.itc.it:1024/~rseba/publist.html.

Axiom Property of R Description
B
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D
serial
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T
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8 u R(u; u)
4
transitive
8 u v w R(u; v) e R(v; w) =) R(u; w)
5
euclidean
8 u v w R(u; v) e R(u; w) =) R(v; w)

Logic L 2 N
Properties of R
K
|
KB
symmetric
KD
serial
KT = KDT (T)
re exive
K4
transitive
K5
euclidean
KBD
symmetric and serial
KBT = KBDT (B)
symmetric and re exive
KB4 = KB5 = KB45
symmetric and transitive
KD4
serial and transitive
KD5
serial and euclidean
KT4 = KDT4 (S4)
re exive and transitive
KT5 = KBD4 = KBD5 = KBT4 = KBT5 = re exive, transitive and symmetric
KDT5 = KT45 = KBD45 = KBT45 = KDT45 (equivalence)
= KBDT4 = KBDT5 = KBDT45 (S5)
K45
transitive and euclidean
KD45
serial, transitive and euclidean

Table 1. Properties of R for the various normal modal logics.

We denote any Kripke structure for L 2 N by a tuple M = < U ; ; R >,
where U is a set of worlds,  is a function  : A  U 7?! fTrue; Falseg, and
R is a binary relation on the worlds of U . The di erent logics L 2 N di er in
the properties of the relation R, as in Table 1. We call a L-situation any pair
< M; u > (simply \M; u" from now on) so that M is a Kripke structure for
L and u 2 U . We extend the de nition of j= to w sets  = f'1; :::; 'ng as
follows:
M; u j=  () M; u j= 'i ; for every 'i 2 :
L

L

L

We use the pre x \L-" to mean \in the logic L": M; u L-satis es ', ' is Lsatis able , etc. The binary relation j= between a modal formula ' and a Lsituation M; u is de ned as follows:
L

M; u j=
M; u j=
M; u j=
M; u j=
M; u j=

L
L
L
L
L

Ai ; Ai 2 A () (Ai ; u) = True;
:'1
() M; u 6j= '1 ;
'1 ^ '2 () M; u j= '1 and M; u j= '2 ;
'1 _ '2 () M; u j= '1 or M; u j= '2 ;
2'1
() M; v j= '1 for every v 2 U s.t. R(u; v) holds in M .
L

L

L

L

L

L

\M; u j= '" should be read as \M; u satis es ' in L" (alternatively, \M; u
L-satis es '"). We say that a formula ' 2  is L-satis able if and only if there
exist a situation M; u so that M; u j= '.
A labeled w is a pair  : ', where ' is a w in  and  is a sequence of
integers, called label , labeling a world in a Kripke structure for L. Intuitively,
 : ' means \the w ' in the world ". For every L 2 N , [6] gives a notion of
accessibility relation between labels and gives the properties for these relations
for the various logics L. Essentially, they mirror the accessibility relation between
the worlds they label. Notationally, if ? = f'1; : : :; 'ng, we write  : ? for
f : '1 ; : : :;  : 'n g.
Given a w set ? = f'1; : : :; 'ng, a L-tableau for ? is a binary tree of sets
of labeled w s whose root is f1 : ? g, where 1 is the label of the initial world. In
this respect, we see a branch as the union of the w sets of its nodes. A label 
is called used in a branch i there is at least one w  : ' in the branch;  is
called unrestricted i it is not an initial segment of a label used in the branch; 
is called a simple extension of  i  = ; n, for some integer n;  is normal in
a branch if  : 2'i occurs in the branch for some formula 'i . Notice that these
de nitions do not depend on the logic L considered.
A branch is closed i it contains an atom 'i and its negation :'i , open
otherwise. A L-tableau is closed i all its branches are closed, open otherwise.
One branch is completely expanded i no more rules are applicable. 4 A L-tableau
is completely expanded i all its branches are completely expanded.
[6] gives a notion of L-satis ability of a L-tableau, for every L 2 N . Brie y,
given a Kripke structure M =< U ; ; R >, an L-interpretation I is a map from
labels to possible worlds in M so that R(I (); I ( )) holds if  is L-accessible
from . I L-satis es a branch  if M; I () j= ', for each  : ' 2 . A L-tableau
is L-satis able i at least one of its branches is L-satis able. From now on, with
a little abuse of notation, we use  to represent indi erently the label  and the
labeled world I ().
Intuitively, a completely expanded open branch contains a set of labeled w s
which represent a model for the input w set ? . Each branch is an attempt of
building a model. If it closes, this attempt fails. If all branches close, there are
no models. A correctness and completeness theorem states that a w set ? =
f'1 ; : : :; 'ng is L-unsatis able if and only if there exists a closed L-tableau for
 : ? , for some label . Therefore, the idea underlying tableau-based algorithm is
to try to build a closed L-tableau for 1 : ? . If this succeeds, ? is L-unsatis able,
otherwise, it builds a fully expanded open branch, so that ? is L-satis able.
A L-tableau is built as follows. At the rst step the root f1 : ? g is created.
At the i-th step, the current branch is expanded by applying to a chosen w in
L

L

0

0

0

0

L
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In some logics, like K4 and S4, it is possible to have in nite cyclic open branches. In
this case \applicable" must be read as \applicable without generating a cycle". See
[6] for details.

the branch the rule corresponding to its main connective among the following:
 : ' 1 ^  : '2
(_-elimination) ::''1 _  ::''2 ;
(^-elimination)
 : '1
1
2
:'
2

 : 2'
(:2-elimination)  : :::2'
(
2
-elimination)
'
 :'
The latter two rules are constrained by the following applicability conditions:
{ :2-elimination:  must be an unrestricted simple extension of . Intuitively,  represents a new world directly accessible from .
{ 2-elimination:  must be used in the branch and must be accessible from
. Intuitively,  represents an existing world accessible from . In the logics
KD, T, KBD, B, KD4, S4 and S5,  can alternatively be an unrestricted
simple extension of .
Any application of the _-elimination rule splits the branch into two sub-branches.
The rst two rules are called propositional rules , the latter modal rules 5.
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3 The SAT-based framework for N
3.1 Atoms, assignments and propositional satis ability

We call an atom any formula that cannot be decomposed propositionally, that
is, any formula whose main connective is not propositional. A literal is either
an atom or its negation. Given a formula ', we call an atom [literal] a top-level
atom [literal] for ' if it occurs in ' and under the scope of no boxes.
We call a total truth assignment  for a modal formula ' a set of literals
 = f2 1; : : :; 2 N ; :2 1; : : :; :2 M ; A1 ; : : :; AR ; :AR+1 ; : : :; :AS g;
such that every top-level atom of ' occurs either positively or negatively in . 
is interpreted as a truth value assignment to all the top-level atoms of ': 2 i 2 
means that 2 i is assigned to True, :2 i 2  means that 2 i is assigned to
False. We say that M; u j=  if M; u j= li , for every literal li 2 , and that 
is L-satis able i M; u j= li , for some L-situation M; u.
We say that a total truth assignment  for ' propositionally satis es ',
written  j=p ', if and only if it makes ' evaluate to True, that is, for all
sub-formulas '1; '2 of ':
 j=p '1 ; '1 top-level atom of ' () '1 2 ;
 j=p :'1
() not  j=p '1 ;
 j=p '1 ^ '2
()  j=p '1 and  j=p '2:
 j=p '1 _ '2
()  j=p '1 or  j=p '2 :
L

L

L
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^-elimination, _-elimination, 2-elimination and :2-elimination and their equivalent
versions are often called , ,  and  rules respectively [13, 6].

For every '1 and '2, we say that '1 j=p '2 i  j=p '1 implies  j=p '2 for every
total assignment . It is easy to verify that '1 j=p '2 i j=p :'1 _ '2 . We also
say that j=p ' (' is propositionally valid ) i  j=p ' for every total assignment
 for '. It is easy to verify that j=p ' i :' is propositionally unsatis able.
It is important to notice that, if we consider a w ' as a propositional w in
its top-level atoms, than j=p is the standard satis ability in propositional logic.
Notice also that j=p is stronger than j= , that is, if '1 j=p '2 , then '1 j= '2 ,
but the vice-versa is not true. For instance, 2(A1 ^ A2 ) j= 2A1 ^ 2A2, but
2(A1 ^ A2 ) 6j=p 2A1 ^ 2A2 .
We call a partial truth assignment  for ' a truth assignment to a proper subset of the top-level atoms of '. If 2  1, then we say that 1 extends 2 and 2
subsumes 1 . We say that a partial truth assignment  propositionally satis es '
if and only if all the total assignments for ' which extend  propositionally satisfy '. For instance, if ' = 2'1 _:2'2, then the partial assignment  = f2'1 g
is such that  j=p '. In fact, both f2'1 ; 2'2g and f2'1; :2'2g propositionally
satisfy '. Obviously, if 1  2, then 1 j=p 2 . We call Assigns(') the set of
all possible assignments for ', either total or partial.
We say that a collection M = f1 ; : : :; ng of (possibly partial) assignments
satisfying ' is complete i
_
j=p '  j ;
L

L

L

j

where each j is written as a conjunction of its elements. M is complete in the
sense that, for every total assignment  so that  j=p ', there exists j 2 M
so that   j . Therefore M is a compact representation of the whole Wset of
total assignments which propositionally satisfy '. Notice that j= '  j j ;
for every L 2 N , as j=p is stronger than j= .
Theorem 1. Let ' be a modal formula and let M = f1; : : :; ng be a complete
collection of truth assignments satisfying '. Then, for a given L-situation M; u,
M; u j= ' if and only if at least one j 2 M is such that M; u j= j .
L

L

L

L

Proof.

If: Let j be the extension of j to all top-level atoms of ' so that M; u j= j .
Then j j=p '. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 2 in [8], M; u j= '.
Only if: If M; u j= ', then M; u j= Wj j , and thus M; u j= j , for some j.
0

L

0

0

L

L

L

L

Q.E.D.
Theorem 1 reduces the L-satis ability of a formula ' to the L-satis ability of
a complete collection of its truth assignments. Notice that this result is not
committed to L 2 N , but it can be easily extended to any logic whose semantic
gives a standard interpretation to the propositional connectives.

3.2 The SAT-based framework for N
De nition2 propositional decider. We call a propositional decider a total function f which maps any w ' 2  into a complete collection
W of assignments
satisfying ', that is, f (') = f1; : : :; ng, so that j=p '  j j :

Notice that, if we consider any w ' 2  as a propositional formula in its
top-level atoms, then the notion of propositional decider matches many stateof-the-art SAT procedures.

De nition3 L-tableauf . Given a logic L 2 N and a propositional decider
f , a L-tableauf is a formalism obtained from L-tableau by substituting all the
propositional rules with the single rule:
(f -application)  :   :  : ': : :  :  ;
1
2
n

f1; : : :; ng = f ('):

All the other de nitions related to L-tableau hold also for L-tableauf . Intuitively, we use the propositional decider to decompose \one shot" a w ' into a
complete collection of assignments satisfying '. To this extent, e.g., we call LtableauDPLL the L-tableauf obtained with Davis-Putnam-Longemann-Loveland
procedure (DPLL), L-tableauPTAB the L-tableauf obtained with Propositional Tableaux (Ptab) [13], and so on. A noteworthy exception is DPLL
with pure-literal rule, as the set of assignment generated is not complete.
Notice that L-tableauPTAB is trivially correct and complete, as it is just
a subcase of standard L-tableau. Each L-tableauf di ers from L-tableauPTAB
only in the way it performs the embedded propositional reasoning, that is, for the
di erent complete collection of assignments M it generates for each non-literal
formula ' it reasons on. As stated before, di erent M's are just di erent compact representations of the same global set of total assignments. This suggests
that the correctness and completeness of all L-tableauf 's are a consequence of
the correctness and completeness of L-tableauPTAB , as stated in the following
theorem.

Theorem4. Given L 2 N , a propositional decider f and a w set ? , ? is
L-unsatis able if and only if there exists a closed L-tableauf for ? .
The proof is given in Appendix A. It mirrors step by step the equivalent proof for

L-tableau in Chapter 8 of [6], introducing only the slight modi cations needed
for handling f -application rules instead of ^/_-elimination rules.s

4 An example of SAT-based procedure: KSAT
is a state-of-the-art decision procedure for logics K(m)/ALC presented in
[9, 10, 8]. In its basic version, Ksat is reported in Figure 1. 6 Ksat takes a
modal propositional w ' as input and returns a truth value asserting whether
' is K-satis able or not. Ksat invokes KsatW (where \W " stands for \W "),
passing as arguments ' and the empty assignment ;. KsatW is a variant of
(a non-CNF version of) DPLL [4]. Unlike DPLL, whenever an assignment 
has been found (\base" step), KsatW invokes KsatA () instead of returning
6
The actual Ksat algorithm is more sophisticated. See [9, 8, 7] for details.

Ksat

function Ksat(')
return KsatW ('; ;);
function KsatW (';)
if ' = T
/* base
*/
then return KsatA ();
if ' = F
/* backtrack */
then return False;
if fa unit clause (l) occurs in 'g
/* unit
*/
then return KsatW (assign(l; ');  [ flg);
l := choose-literal (');
/* split
*/
return KsatW (assign(l; ');  [ flg) or

KsatW (assign(:l; ');  [ f:lg);
function KsatA (f2 1 ; : : : ; 2 N ; :2 1 ; : : : ; :2 M ; A1 ; : : : ; :AS g)
for each
conjunct
\:2 j " do
V
/* :2=2-elimination */
'j := i i ^ : j ;
if not Ksat('j )

then return False;
return True;
Fig. 1. The basic version of Ksat algorithm.

True. Essentially, DPLL is used to generate truth assignments 's, whose Ksatis V
ability is recursively checked by KsatA . 7 KsatA () invokes Ksat on
j
' = i i ^ : j for any conjunct :2 j occurring in . This is repeated until
either Ksat returns a negative value (in which case KsatA () returns False ) or
no more :2 j 's are available (in which case KsatA () returns True ).
According to the SAT-based framework of Section 3.2, Ksat is the result
of applying a control algorithm to the rules of K -tableauDPLL , that is, DPLLapplication and :2/2-elimination. The labels 's are left implicit. Every w set
is treated as the conjunction of its elements.

{ Assume we start from a (implicit) world . KsatW plays the role of the
DPLL-application rule, generating one by one all the assignments in M =
f1; : : :; ng = DPLL('), each time invocating KsatA on j . (Notice that
j=p '  Wj j .) If KsatA (j ) returns True , this means that the branch
associated with j is open. Thus Ksat returns True . If KsatA (j ) returns
False , this means that the branch associated with j is closed. Thus KsatW

looks for the next assignment j+1 . If no more assignment in M is available,
Ksat returns False . Notice that, if ' is propositionally inconsistent (e.g., if
it contains a contradiction ^ : ), then M = ;, and Ksat returns False .
7

Notice that the pure literal rule cannot be added to DPLL, as it generates incomplete
assignment sets.

{ KsatA plays the role of the :2/2-elimination rules. For each :2 j in ,
KsatA applies :2-elimination, generating : j in an (implicit) new world j
accessible from . Then, for every 2 i in , it applies 2-elimination, adding
:; n; : j g holds in j . ?j is then expanded
i to j . As a result, ?j = f 1; : : V
by invoking recursively Ksat on i i ^: j . If Ksat returns True for every

j , this means that an open K -tableauDPLL has been spanned. Thus KsatA
returns True . If Ksat returns False for some j , this means that no open
K -tableauDPLL exists. Thus KsatA returns False .
Notice that using the Ksat control strategy Kripke models are spanned depthrst, each time working on one single world and keeping only parent worlds in
the stack. As no confusion can arise between worlds, there is no need to keep
labels explicit. See Chapter 2 of [6] for the analogous situation with tableaux.

5 Future work: beyond N
The method used in the previous section to pass from L-tableau's to L-tableauf 's
suggests a generalized approach.
Consider a generic logic L, whose semantics gives the standard interpretation
to the propositional connectives. Suppose there exists a correct and complete Ltableau framework, given by the following rules:
9
8
 : '1 ^  : ' 2
<
 : '1 _  : '2 = [ R :

:
'
;
(
_
-elimin.)
(
^
-elimin.)
1
 : '1  : '2 ;
:
 : '2
where each rule r 2 R is in the general form
(r)  ::::
where is a literal , in the sense de ned in Section 3.1.
Intuitively, the rules are subdivided in purely propositional (standard Smullyan's
rules) and purely non-propositional (the rules in R ). As with Fitting's tableaux,
our proposal is thus to de ne L-tableauf by substituting the propositional rules
with the application of a propositional decider f :



:
'
(f -application)  :   :  : : :  : 
[ R;
1
2
n
being f (') = f1; 2 : : :g.
Due to the great variety of tableau frameworks available in literature, so far
it has not been possible to provide a common proof of correctness/completeness
for general tableauf 's. Notice however that in the literature the \hard" parts
of the correctness/completeness proofs for tableaux are typically those involving the rules in R . Thus we believe that, similarly to what happens in the
proof in Appendix A, in most cases correctness/completeness proofs for SATbased frameworks are straightforward variants of the proofs for the corresponding
tableaux.
0

0

0

0

0
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A Correctness and completeness of L-tableauf
To prove the correctness and completeness of L-tableauf , we follow step by step
the equivalent proofs for L-tableau in Chapter 8 of [6], introducing only the slight
modi cations for handling f -application rules instead of ^/_-elimination rules.
As the proofs are mostly identical, we will brie y sum up the parts which are
identical, and explain explicitly only the modi ed parts. To prove the correctness,
we introduce a modi ed version of Lemma 3.1 in [6].

Place 1 : ' in the origin;

Repeat
Choose a not- nished w occurrence  : ' as high up in the tree as possible;
If (' is not a propositional literal)
then
For each open branch  through the occurrence of  : ' do
Case ' of
non-literal:
Find f (') = f1 : : : n g;
Split the end of  into n sub-branches 1 : : : n ;
Add each element of i to i , for every i;

2'1 :

j[L deontic:]
j
j
j

For each pre x  used in  so that  is L-accessible from  do:
add  : '1 to ;
if (there is no pre x  used in  so that  is L-accessible from )
then
let (k be the smallest integer so that ; k : '1 unrestricted in )
0

0

0

0

0

add ; k : '1 to ;
Add a fresh occurrence of  : ' at the end of ;

:2' :
1

let (k be the smallest integer so that ; k : '1 unrestricted in )

add ; k : :'1 to ;
Declare  : ' nished;
Until (all branches closed) or (all labelled w occurrences are nished);
if (all branches closed)

then
return ' unsatis able;
else
return ' satis able;

Fig.2. Schema of a systematic L-tableauf procedure. The lines labelled with \j" relate
only to deontic logics.

Lemma 5. Consider a logic L 2 N and a propositional decider f . Suppose T
is a L-satis able L-tableauf . Let T be a L-tableauf obtained from T by a single
application of a L-tableauf rule R. Then T is L-satis able.
0

0

Proof. If the rule R is an f -application, then T is L-satis able by Theorem 1.
If R is a modal rule, the proof is identical to Lemma 3.1 in [6].
Q.E.D.
0

It follows straightforwardly from Lemma 5 that L-tableauf 's are correct.
To prove the completeness, in Figure 2 we present a systematic L-tableauf based procedure. This procedure is identical to the procedure described in Chapter 8 of [6], except that for the \non-literal" case which substitutes the ^/_ cases.
We introduce then a modi ed version of the de nition of L-downward saturated
sets.

De nition6 L-downward saturatedf set. Given a logic L 2 N and a propositional decider f , a set S of labeled formulas is L-downward saturatedf i :
{ No propositional atom Ai is such that  : Ai 2 S and  : :Ai 2 S;
{ If a non-literal  : ' is in S, then there is an assignment i in f (') so that
 : i  S ;
{ If  : 2'1 2 S, then  : '1 2 S, for all  L-accessible from ; Moreover, if
L is deontic, then  : '1 2 S , for some  L-accessible from ;
{ If  : :2'1 2 S, then  : :'1 2 S, for some  L-accessible from ;
As above, this de nition di ers from the analogous in [6] only for the \nonliteral" case. We introduce now a modi ed version of Lemma 6.1 in [6].
Lemma 7. Consider a logic L 2 N and a propositional decider f . If S is a
L-downward saturatedf set, then S is L-satis able in a model whose worlds are
simply the pre xes occurring in members of S .
Proof. Suppose S is L-downward saturatedf . As in Lemma 6.1 in [6], the Lmodel M =< U ; ; R > is built as follows. Let U be the set of labels occurring
in S . For every label pair ;  2 U , let R(;  ) hold i  is L-accessible from
. This states the frame < U ; R >. As the frame involves only worlds and
accessibility relations between them, the proof that < U ; R > is a L-frame is
identical to Lemma 6.1 in [6].
We de ne  so that (Ai ; ) = True i  : Ai 2 S . By induction on the
degree of ', if  : ' 2 S , then M;  j= ':
{ ' literal: identical to Lemma 6.1 in [6].
{ ' non-literal: by Def. 6, there exists i 2 f (') so that  : i  S. Thus,
by inductive hypothesis on the elements of i , M;  j= i . By Theorem 1,
M;  j= '.
Q.E.D.
We have consequently the following completeness theorem.
Theorem 8. Given a logic L, a propositional decider f and a w set ? , if ? is
L-unsatis able, then there exists a closed L-tableauf for ? .
Proof. Identical to Theorem 6.2 in [6], substituting \L-downward saturated"
with \L-downward saturatedf ", and \Lemma 6.1" with \Lemma 7". Intuitively,
the proof in [6] shows that, if there exists no closed L-tableau for ? , then the
procedure will generate an open branch which is a L-downward saturated set {
and thus is L-satis able { so that ? is L-satis able.
Q.E.D.
Merging Lemma 5 and Theorem 8 we nally obtain Theorem 4.
For the issue of decidability, [6] (Chapter 8, Section 7) proposes a slight
modi cation of the procedure mentioned above to ensure termination for every
logic L, in particular for these logics, like K4 and S4, requiring loop checking.
These arguments hold identically for the procedure in Figure 2.
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